A R T 1 1 0 H O M E W O R K - D U E F R I F E B 8 t h N A M E _________________________________
WORLD OF ART - NEW READING CH 2 Pg 39-45

Links at www.ballstudio.net “CLOSER LOOKS” & Other Videos

READ BOOK FIRST THEN LOOK AT LINKS ONLINE
VAN EYCK - “DOUBLE PORTRAIT” PG# 40-41
Smart History - What is this a picture of?
It is a special event?
List several of the “symobilic” elements in the painting.
What is one of the unique elements in the picture that adds to its detail and understanding.
What might the dog be a symbol of ?
What media and technique allows the artist to create such rich color in this work.
Text Book - How might other cultures misinterpret the image of the dog?
Closer Look Socially, this portrait is of a ______________________ instead of a _______________________
Painting Media Used?
Advantages?
What is a glaze?
What is interesting in the mirror?
if one were to assign symbolic meaning to items in the image what might the shoes on the floor “mean”?
- what might the dog “mean”? 					
- the prayer beads and mirror ?
What has recent research revealed about the meaning of the painting that differs from being a “wedding portrait” ?
What did Van Eyck do in Portugal?
How is wealth shown in the paintings?
Where was painting done? When ?
What artistic movement is it part of ?
BASQUIAT - “CHARLES THE FIRST” PG# 38
Text & Closer Look
Painting is an homage to whom?
Profession of that person? Nickname for that person?
Year painted?
List literary or popular culture references included in the work.
Name two interpretations for “S” in the work
Write other notes about Basquiat you find interesting.
ANDREW WYETH - CHRISTINA’S WORLD
A - Describe the Painting - Your First Impression - Do Not Research - Anything is Fine- No Right or Wrong
What is being shown ? What might be happening ? Who might the person be ? What might have already happened ?
B - Research - Take A Few Notes web pages - Take Few Quick Notes
Look Over Webpages - Write a few Notes - No Need to Wander Just Read these pages and make any notes
Open and read this pdf - notice some information you have NOT read before - anything new?
image search look at the google image search for the painting title
Write a few ideas or things you see as you scan the page of image results (No need to go to any page)
video https://www.youtube.com/
On back of or another page write 2-3-4 sentences that begin with the phrase: (Chose one) etc.
I find the painting “Christina’s World” by Andrew Wyeth ironic because...”
I find the painting “Christina’s World” by Andrew Wyeth mysterious because...” etc.

